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Abstract

There is a vast amount of information online regarding genetic mutations and diseases that can be found within public genomic databases. My peers at the Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University suspected that information within these databases could be utilized to uncover diseases eligible for genetic editing. They believed that allowing users to query for the following characteristics - type of inheritance, type of penetrance, and type of mortality - can expedite the process of finding diseases that are suitable candidates for genetic editing. However, even relatively comprehensive and regularly maintained databases such as Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) or GeneReviews do not easily allow people to query diseases using these characteristics. Therefore, I developed a resource containing information from GeneReviews that allowed users to identify genetic disorders using these characteristics.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Criteria for Gene Editing Candidates

It has been proposed that gene editing be used to treat or prevent diseases like cancer and asthma [6]. To treat or prevent diseases, gene editing "makes corrections to patient genomes" to "prevent, stop, or reverse disease" [6]. According to my peers at the Warren Alpert Medical School, the diseases that are suitable for gene editing have the following characteristics: High mortality, high penetrance, and/or autosomal dominant inheritance. I will explain the rationale behind this assertion in the following sections.

1.1.1 High Mortality

Generally, diseases that severely impact on a patient are of more immediate concern and therefore are more acceptable candidates for gene editing. Gene editing is considered acceptable if it can reduce "the risk of serious disease or disability in a prospective child"; however, the use of gene editing on "less serious conditions" generates "significant public discomfort" [16]. The consequences of a disease are considered severe enough to permit gene editing if they substantially lower the quality of life or make it likely for the patient to die.

An example of disease with consequences that significantly lowers the quality of life would be LCA10, or Leber’s congenital amaurosis 10, which causes hereditary blindness [8]. LCA10 was a target for experimental trials involving a new gene editing technique called Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR).
(CRISPR–Cas9) [8]. Although blindness is not life-threatening, it can inconvenience an individual to the extent that genetic editing is considered appropriate treatment.

Among severe consequences, the ones that are considered the most concerning are ones that are life-threatening. As a result, disorders that have life-threatening consequences require more immediate attention and therefore are more likely to be popular targets for gene editing. Life-threatening consequences include cardiac arrest, renal failure, and liver failure. For example, familial dilated cardiomyopathy is an inherited disease that prevents the heart from pumping blood efficiently, often resulting in heart failure [2]. Because of heart failure is fatal, there is a critical need for interventions like gene therapy as a form of treatment [14]. As a result, familial dilated cardiomyopathy is a popular target for gene editing techniques such as CRISPR-Cas9 and Transcription Activator-like Effector Nucleases (TALENS) [9].

To summarize, disorders with a higher likelihood of fatal consequences have a high critical need for gene editing. Therefore, they would be better candidates for gene editing.

1.1.2 High Penetrance

If a genetic disorder has high penetrance, a high percentage of patients with the genetic mutation specific to that disorder will display phenotypal characteristics [5]. Likewise, if it has low penetrance, a low percentage of patients will display that phenotype.

Gene editing is more appropriate for disorders with easily observable effects. Therefore, disorders with high penetrance are better candidates for gene editing. If the genes of a patient are edited with the intention of treating a disorder known to have high penetrance, descendants of that patient that inherit the edited genes will more readily display observable differences in their phenotype.
1.1.3 Autosomal Dominant Inheritance

Disorders can be inherited differently. There are several patterns of inheritance: autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, X-linked dominant, X-linked recessive, and mitochondrial [?].

Much work has been published in the last two years on new gene editing techniques, indicating that the disorders that gene editing is applicable to may not be as limited as was previously anticipated. For instance, mitochondrial DNA mutations, many of which are single-gene mutations, are amenable to a different technology – mitochondrial replacement. Mitochondrial replacement is a "recent technological development" that "[eliminates] the transmission of undesired defective mitochondria" for individuals with heritable mitochondrial diseases [12].

Furthermore, other single-gene disorders, such as Huntington disease, an autosomal dominant degenerative neurologic disease, are caused by a greater than normal number of so-called tri-nucleotide (CAG) repeats [7]. Prior molecular methods for gene editing were not suited to treating such a disorder, but newer methods are.

That being said, single-gene disorders remain easier candidates to target for gene editing. Single-gene disorders are more "easily tracked through families and the risk of them occurring in later generations can be predicted" [16]. On the other hand, disorders that are not caused by a single faulty gene are less fixable using the technologies currently under development. Current technology is stretched to its limits if aimed at correcting disorders resulting from insertion or deletion of large segments of DNA.

The questions remains: Among single-gene disorders, which are suitable candidates for gene editing based on severity and penetrance?

First, autosomal recessive mutations can be candidates for gene editing. However, many cases of recessive disorders result from abnormal genes inherited from the two parents with different mutations [17]. To correct autosomal recessive disorders, both genes would have to be corrected. On the other hand, if a disorder is autosomal dominant, then only one mutated gene from a parent is sufficient to pass on the
disorder. Therefore, it is more straightforward to correct one mutation than it is to correct two mutations.

Second, it is possible to conduct gene-editing on X-linked mutations. However, the need to do gene editing would be dependent on the sex of the offspring [17]. If the offspring is male, they would receive one X-chromosome from the mother and one Y-chromosome from the father; therefore, they would be affected if there was a mutation within the X-chromosome regardless of whether the mutation was dominant or recessive. If the offspring is female, they would only be affected by an X-linked mutation if it is a dominant mutation. The effect of the sex of the offspring complicates the process of detecting changes in gene editing.

Due to the current technical and analytical constraints on gene editing, autosomal dominant mutations are the most straightforward candidates for gene editing.

1.2 Discovering New Gene Editing Candidates

Medical researchers and academics at the Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University have expressed interest in discovering novel candidates for gene editing.

Severe consequences, autosomal dominant inheritance, and/or high penetrance characterize diseases that are well-suited for gene editing. Given that public databases contain information about such characteristics for a multitude of disorders, it may be possible to discover new candidates for gene editing by allowing users to better query these characteristics.

Currently available genomic databases do not allow individuals to query these characteristics in a user-friendly way. This work aims to build an application that can serve as a public resource so that medical researchers can more easily discover
candidates for gene editing.

Chapter 2: Related Work

Even the most comprehensive, publicly available genomic databases pose enormous difficulties for those who wish to query for gene editing candidates based on relevant characteristics such as severe consequences, autosomal dominant inheritance, and/or high penetrance.

2.1 Overview of Public Genomic Databases

Most free, publicly available genomic databases contain information in the form of articles, each pertaining to a single gene or the implicated gene(s) of a single genetic disorder. There are over 2,000 databases, but there are no established standards for the content or formatting of those databases [15].

After surveying several databases, I have concluded that the most comprehensive and respected databases within the medical community include Genetic Testing Registry, ClinVar, OMIM, and GeneReviews. The following sections describe the difficulties of using these databases to query for characteristics relevant to gene editing.

2.1.1 Genetic Testing Registry

Genetic Testing Registry is largely focused on diagnostic tests [3]. If you search for a genetic disorder such as “hypoglycemia,” you are brought to links to tests, conditions, genes, and and the laboratories involved in aforementioned tests (see Figure 2-1).

Clicking on one of the results leads to a page with fairly sparse information (see Figure 2-2). At best, the page will contain some information about a given disorder’s
inheritance. However, rarely is there information about penetrance or mortality.

Therefore, it is not feasible for users to query Genetic Testing Registry for characteristics relevant to gene editing due to the sparse content within its articles.

Figure 2-1: Search Results within Genetic Testing Registry

Figure 2-2: A Result Page within Genetic Testing Registry
2.1.2 ClinVar

ClinVar aggregates information about genetic variations and their relationships to human health [18]. There are approximately 6,000 entries, all of which are classified with regard to their clinical manifestations. Querying for certain characteristics will bring you to a list of search results, each of which describes a variant (see Figure 2-3)).

If you click on a variant, it brings you to tabular information, including links to GeneReviews and OMIM (for well characterized-disorders) (see Figure 2-4)).

ClinVar’s submissions vary too greatly in complexity to be used as a source of information for users to query characteristics. Some submissions are a simple description of an "allele and its interpretation" 2-6)), while some provide "experimental evidence" regarding "the effect of the variation" on human health (see Figure 2-5)) [18]. As a result, if a user queries for diseases with a certain characteristic, ClinVar will likely fail to capture the breadth of diseases that have that characteristic.
Figure 2-4: Result Page within ClinVar

Figure 2-5: Detailed Submission from ClinVar

Figure 2-6: Meager Submission from ClinVar
2.1.3 OMIM

OMIM is intended to be a comprehensive compendium of human genes and genetic phenotypes. It is freely available and updated daily. OMIM contains full-text, referenced overviews of all known Mendelian disorders and over 15,000 genes, focusing on the relationship between phenotype and genotype [10]. My inspection revealed that there is no standardized format for entries. Phenotype-genotype information is provided in a tabular format at the top of each entry.

There is a search engine in OMIM that one can use in addition to filters. However, the search engine lacks the appropriate filters that allow users to query for results with a certain type of penetrance, inheritance, or mortality. For example, if a user wishes to search for disease with high mortality, OMIM’s search engine lacks a filter that queries for this characteristic.

From a user experience perspective, this makes filters unreliable. A user may take time attempting to look through the filters only to discover that filters don’t work, making the process more inefficient.

Because users cannot use filters to expedite their search, they are forced to hand-write queries. As a result, users may write queries that inaccurately capture the characteristics that they are trying to look for.

To construct a query, the user needs to think of all possible keywords and phrases that could indicate the characteristic that they are querying for. This is because the search engine does not automatically search for related keywords or phrases that may be related what the user inputs.

For example, if they want to search for diseases with high mortality, it would not be sufficient to search "high mortality", because OMIM does not automatically search for documents with related keywords (see Figure 2-7). Therefore, it is necessary for the user to be creative and to think of the different ways that the characteristic "high mortality" could be conveyed within articles. "Early death" and "high death rate" are phrases that might indicate high mortality, but they would not be captured by the search term "high mortality." As a result, merely searching the keyword "high
mortality" would not fully capture the diversity of phrases that might mean high mortality.

A user can attempt to remedy this by stacking more phrases and terms within a query using boolean operators such as "OR" or "AND", which might allow them to attain more relevant search rules (see Figure 2-8). However, even if a user attempts to expand their query to capture more relevant terms or phrases, they could incorrectly include certain phrases or terms that cause false positives. For example, if they include the term "death" in their query, search results containing "cell death" might show up. These results would contain false positives because "cell death" does not actually indicate the characteristic of "high mortality."

![Figure 2-7: Limited Search Query within OMIM](image)

![Figure 2-8: More Expansive Search Query within OMIM](image)
2.1.4 GeneReviews

GeneReviews is an "international point-of-care resource for busy clinicians" that provides "clinically relevant and medically actionable information for inherited conditions" [1]. GeneReviews currently contains over 700 entries, each of which focuses on a single gene or phenotype that results from single-gene disorders.

According to my investigation, GeneReviews contains relatively comprehensive information about penetrance, mortality, and mode of inheritance. That being said, like OMIM, GeneReviews lacks appropriate filters that should allow users to query for these characteristics.

As a result, users have to handwrite the query (see Figure 2-9). Users can capture a wider range of relevant results by including more keywords and phrases in their search (see Figure 2-10), but it may still be possible that their query is constructed erroneously.

Figure 2-9: Limited Search Query within GeneReviews
Chapter 3: Method

3.1 Designing A Solution

3.1.1 Inputs and Outputs

Identifying candidates for gene editing remains the primary purpose. Although potential uses extend beyond identifying gene editing candidates, I designed a resource that could also be used beyond identifying gene editing candidates.

As a result, I created an application that can allow users to filter by mode of inheritance, level of mortality, and type of penetrance, beyond characteristics specific to gene editing candidates.
My application could be useful with varied inputs in the analysis of genetic disorders in healthcare. For example, consider a healthcare professional who is caring for a child who has severe seizures. Family history shows that his father, siblings, and father’s relatives have inconsistent symptoms. Some have even suffered early death. This healthcare professional can use the application to identify genetic disorders that display autosomal dominant inheritance, low penetrance, and high mortality. The application can provide a list of diseases that have these characteristics in order to assist the healthcare professional in diagnosing the hereditary disease. Therefore, the application should include multiple types of penetrance as inputs, not only high penetrance.

Similarly, if a healthcare professional wants to query disorders that they suspect are autosomal recessive or low mortality, an application should present characteristics that include different modes of inheritance and different levels of mortality.

Heredity across species is another areas in which users might find it valuable to input multiple modes of inheritance, mortality, and penetrance when querying diseases. Suppose a genetic scientist is studying a certain gene. He deletes that gene in mice. Their descendants inherit two mutated genes, one from each parent. A significant percentage of descendants die, indicating high mortality, but he’s not sure if he can conclude that there is a high penetrance. The genetic scientist can use the application to identify genetic disorders that are autosomal recessive, display high mortality, and unknown penetrance. The application can provide diseases that will help him identify genetic disorders in humans that display a similar phenotype to identify defects attributable to that gene.

As a result, I decided to include the following options for a mortality filter: high mortality, low mortality, and ignore mortality. The options for the penetrance filter are high penetrance, low penetrance, variable penetrance, and ignore penetrance. The options for inheritance are autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, and ignore inheritance.
3.1.2 The Application

I created an application from NodeJS and Python. The user starts up the app, selects the inputs given the radio buttons, and clicks the search button (see Figure 3-1). They wait for the results to appear while the app displays a message asking them to wait (see Figure 3-2).

Finally, the search results appear, displaying the disorder ID, name, and relevance score (which will be discussed later) (see Figure 3-3). Each disorder ID is hyperlinked, allowing the user to click on a disease they find interesting in order to investigate. A maximum of 150 results are displayed. The results are ranked in order of relevance score, from highest to lowest. The user can query again by entering different inputs and clicking "search."

---

**Search Engine For Diseases and Gene Mutations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode of inheritance</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autosomal dominant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autosomal recessive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignore Inheritance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mortality</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low mortality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High mortality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignore mortality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penetrance</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete penetrance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete penetrance</td>
<td>Variable penetrance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Search

Figure 3-1: User Selects Inputs
Search Engine For Diseases and Gene Mutations

Mode of inheritance

- Autosomal dominant
- Autosomal recessive
- Ignore Inheritance

Mortality

- Low mortality
- High mortality
- Ignore mortality

Penetration

- Complete penetration
- Incomplete penetration
- Variable penetration
- Ignore penetration

Search

Please wait. Searching for Results...

Figure 3-2: Waiting for Search Results

Search Engine For Diseases and Gene Mutations

Mode of inheritance

- Autosomal dominant
- Autosomal recessive
- Ignore Inheritance

Mortality

- Low mortality
- High mortality
- Ignore mortality

Penetration

- Complete penetration
- Incomplete penetration
- Variable penetration
- Ignore penetration

Search

Results are displayed below!

- **NBK1359** Congenital Diaphragmatic Hernia Overview 3.3765417337417603
- **NBK247162** Barth Syndrome 2.3622639179229736
- **NBK1151** Nevoid Basal Cell Carcinoma Syndrome 2.35234272480011
- **NBK169828** CASK-Related Disorders 2.342300057411194
- **NBK1169** Autosomal Dominant Nocturnal Frontal Lobe Epilepsy 2.182875908676147
- **NBK299311** ACTG2-Related Disorders 1.9841245114803314
- **NBK1152** Achondroplasia 1.8373829126358032

Figure 3-3: Search Results
3.2 Information Extraction

3.2.1 Where should the relevant information come from?

Before I created a search engine that allowed users to query for relevant information, I had to first decide what the source of that information would be. Based on my investigation, the two most comprehensive databases that would have information about different modes of inheritance, penetrance, and mortality are OMIM and Gene Reviews. Furthermore, these two databases are relatively more comprehensible than others in terms of how much information on each gene mutation or disease articles contained.

I decided to use GeneReviews as a source of information, because its articles are generally longer and more comprehensive than OMIM’s. In OMIM, articles that are only one paragraph are common. Some articles in OMIM have no information on inheritance. The majority of shorter entries don’t address questions of penetrance or mortality.

3.2.2 Extracting Relevant Information

First, I scraped the text from every GeneReviews article using BeautifulSoup. (Each GeneReviews article discusses a different genetic disorder or disease.) Then, in collaboration with peers at the Brown Medical School, I inferred the most common keywords and phrases that signified an article contained information regarding inheritance, penetrance, and mortality. Sentences that contained a matching keyword or phrase were stored in files with a unique id that corresponded to the GeneReviews article they were found in.

3.2.3 Structuring Information for Retrieval

For every GeneReviews article, a JSON object was created with the fields “id”, “name”, “mortality”, “penetrance”, and “inheritance”. The “mortality”, “penetrance”, and “in-
heritance” fields contain sentences from the files that were written to earlier. For every JSON object, PyLucene creates a document. This process is called “indexing”, or making the information searchable. PyLucene is a Python extension for accessing Java Lucene. Its goal is to allow you to use PyLucene’s text indexing and searching capabilities from Python. It is recommended for its flexible search engine functionality than Apache Solr, its alternative.

Essentially, one document corresponds to one JSON, which corresponds to one gene article scraped from Gene Reviews.

For every JSON object in the inputted list, a document with fields “id”, “name”, “mortality”, “penetrance”, and “inheritance” is created. All sentences related to a given field (penetrance, inheritance, or mortality) are joined together and added to that field.

3.3 Information Retrieval

3.3.1 Constructing Queries from User Input

Suppose a user selects an input in the application such as "high mortality". Consequently, the backend has an existing query corresponding to that input. In PyLucene, a query is a series of phrases and terms [11].

The query has been constructed from common phrases and terms in GeneReviews that indicates a genetic disorder or disease has that characteristic. As a result, the user does not have to construct a burdensome query in GeneReview’s currently existing search engine. For example, the likely phrases that indicate “high mortality” are "increases risk of death", "early death", and "can result in death".

PyLucene uses boolean logic in the query specification so that it can score documents that contain at least one of these phrases and terms [13].
3.3.2 Scoring Documents

Suppose the user enters three inputs: autosomal dominant, low penetrance, and low mortality. There will be three queries that correspond to each of these inputs, respectively. PyLucene scores documents with respect to each query. Then, it creates a relevance score for each document.

PyLucene uses the Vector Space Model (VSM) of information retrieval to determine the relevance of a given document that matches keywords or phrases in a query [13]. The more relevant a document is, the higher the score it receives relative to a query. In VSM, the more frequently a term or phrase within the query appears in a given document relative to the number of times the term or phrase appears in all the documents in the collection, the higher the score the document receives with respect to the query.

Then, the scores for all documents for each search field is normalized with respect to each other. For one document, the scores for each field with respect to that document that is summed into a single relevance score. Finally, PyLucene ranks documents from highest to lowest by relevance score. The top 150 documents that have higher relevance scores are the ones displayed as search results for the user.

Chapter 4: Future Steps

In the future, we can gather and utilize performance metrics collected from user testing in order to improve the overall relevance of search results.
4.1 Performance Metrics

4.1.1 Precision

One performance metric is precision, or the fraction of relevant instances among the retrieved instances. We can measure precision of the results returned by the search engine by asking the users to report how many of the top N results, or top N documents, were actually diseases that fit the characteristics in the search query.

The denominator within our precision metric represents the top N results. We can adjust the denominator, say, if instead of measuring the precision of the top 10 results we want to measure the precision of the top 20.

When measuring precision, keep in mind the specialized nature of our users’ professions. A user might not be aware of every disease that show up in the results. We can measure precision by first asking them to point out the diseases they’re aware of and how relevant they are to the search criteria, based off of our user’s past knowledge. As for the results that the user is not aware of, the user will assess whether the disease has the query’s characteristics by skimming the web-page linked to that disease on GeneReviews. The user will then infer whether the search engine has correctly inferred that the disease fits that result.

Adding together the number of results they recognize as relevant based on prior experience and the number of results that are relevant based on the user’s inferences, we can then divide the sum by the top N results.

4.1.2 Recall

A second performance metric is recall. The recall metric is the number of expected results that are displayed divided by the total number of results expected. Given the search criteria, recall measures how well the search engine captured results that are expected to appear.

In order to accurately attain the total number of expected results, we would have to ask a geneticist how many diseases they would expect to have the characteristics
that were searched for. A geneticist can identify the characteristics of a much broader range of diseases than the average user. Most other prospective users do not know the genetic traits of a wide enough range of diseases.

4.2 Trade-offs Between Performance Metrics

There may be a trade-off between improving precision and improving recall. To improve recall, we can display more results. However, this may result in more false positives among the top results, decreasing precision. On the other hand, to improve precision, we can decrease the number of results retrieved. However, there may be less expected results displayed, decreasing recall.

Currently, the maximum number of results displayed in the application is 150 results. If there is indeed a trade-off between improving and recall, we can adjust the number of results displayed to the user depending on which users care more about recall or precision. During user testing, it is necessary to evaluate the extent to which users care about precision as opposed to how much users care about recall.

4.3 Improving Performance Metrics

4.3.1 Adding sources in information extraction

We can draw information from additional sources, such as other databases, in order to improve the relevance and the precision. One potential idea is to extract information from OMIM, as OMIM contains more entries than GeneReviews. Perhaps there are important gene editing candidates that lie within OMIM’s entries. As a result, more relevant results may appear overall and in the top results if we extract information not just from GeneReviews’ articles but also from OMIM’s entries.
4.3.2 Changing the terms and phrases within information extraction

If we become cognizant of more terms and phrases that signify that a GeneReviews article contains information about mortality, penetrance, or inheritance, we can capture more articles that are related to those characteristics. As a result, we can improve recall.

4.3.3 Changing the terms and phrases within a query

Once we discover more phrases and terms indicating that a certain disorder is likely to have a certain characteristic, we can change the phrases and terms within the query corresponding to that characteristic so that documents containing those relevant terms are eligible for scoring in the first place. This improves recall as more relevant results will show up.

4.3.4 Boosting certain terms and phrases within a query

We can also apply query boosting. In query boosting, documents containing certain phrases or terms within a given query will have a higher relevance score relative to other documents that have other phrases or terms within that query. If you boost a certain phrase or term, the document containing it will have its score multiplied by a given boost factor. As a result, the search result represented by that document will rank higher. Overall, this can improve precision because documents containing more relevant terms within the query will rank higher.

4.3.5 Boosting a field

Field boosting multiples the scores of all documents with any given match to a query within a certain field by a boost factor specific to that field [4]. As a result, documents that have matches for a certain field will score higher relative to other documents.
Suppose we hypothesize it would improve precision to regard the characteristic "low penetrance" to be more important than the characteristic "autosomal dominant." Therefore, documents that match the query corresponding to "low penetrance" should have a higher relevance score than documents matching the query corresponding to "autosomal dominant." As a result, we can apply a boost to the field "low penetrance" so that a given document containing a match with the query corresponding to "low penetrance" has a higher score relative to documents that have a query match for "autosomal dominant."

Field boosting can improve precision. Given all the characteristics a user inputs, prioritizing certain characteristics over others will allow documents with those characteristics to rank higher, thereby improving precision.

Chapter 5: Conclusion

To better identify the potential universe of gene editing candidates, I built an application that allows users to filter by different types of characteristics pertaining to mode of inheritance, mortality, and penetrance.

A preliminary examination of the search results by collaborators in the Brown Medical School demonstrates that search criteria are appropriately recognized. Given fuller user evaluation, we can improve the way in which information extraction and retrieval are performed so that the overall results displayed to the user are more relevant.
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